Multi-focus TIE algorithm including partial spatial coherence and overlapping filters.
The transport of intensity equation (TIE) relates the variation of intensity of a wave-front along its mean direction of propagation with its phase. In experimental application, characteristic artefacts may affect the retrieved phase. These originate from inadequacies in estimating the axial derivative and the amplification of noise in the inversion of the TIE. To tackle these issues, images recorded at multiple planes of focus can be integrated into a multi-focus TIE (MFTIE) solution. This methodology relies on the efficient sampling of phase information in the spatial-frequency domain, typically by the definition of band pass filters implemented as a progression of sharp spatial frequency cut-offs. We present a convenient MFTIE implementation which avoids the need for recording images at very specific planes of focus and applies overlapping cut-offs, greatly simplifying the experimental application. This new approach additionally also accounts for partial spatial coherence in a flux-preserving framework. Using simulated data as well as experimental data from optical microscopy and electron microscopy we show that the frequency response of this MFTIE algorithm recovers efficiently a wide range of spatial frequencies of the phase that can be further extended by simple iterative refinement.